
Respected Sir,
In this submission I want to state that I have been in this beautiful and peaceful country for
around 5 years now. 
I completed my studies in Community Welfare, proficient in IELTS test and have already
applied for Permanent Residency 
on 15-May-2010 like many others.
When I came here in the beginning, my parents organized for a big student loan for me so
that I could study in a country
like Australia of what I heard to be always considered as an unbiased nation that always
welcomes and respects
people from all over the globe which undoubtedly all came to be true and much more to my
expectations. 
I studied very well here with lots of High Distinctions in my course of Community Welfare.
While I was studying here,
and as I was able to work no more than 20 hours a week, my parents had to send me lot
more money for my expenses by 
cutting down there budgets and expenses, and unfortunately even mortgaged our house
which I was told about only last year.
I must say with a very heavy heart that they gave away all their life long savings so that their
son can 
have a better future than them. In last 5 years I have been to my country only ONCE.
When I came here I was just a boy(in age, attitude and experience), but now I have matured
to a man in all respects.
I have given and offered my most prospective years in the land of 6 states and 2 Territories.
It has been very difficult
to find a job as a welfare worker as I do not hold a permanent visa yet, but I am quite
confident that I will get
a job as welfare worker because of skills, hard work, communication level, selfless and helpful
attitude I possess.
After hearing about the Visa Cap and Cease Bill, I am in a very disoriented and emotional
state as what would happen
if my visa gets cancelled because of Cap and Cease Bill. This Bill has definitely taken its toll
on me and my family
mentally even when it is not passed, and would definitely ruin me and my family financially
permanently, and to add
further, my mother is a heart patient. They were waiting for last 5 years so their son can be a
helping hand to them
and then came this announcement, and if applied, is surely going to destroy many lives
forever, as I can see my
career end and lifelong debts already, not to mention parents health and wealth sacrifice in
vain. 
Finally, I would say that me and many other people applied here in greatest faith and had I
known in the beginning
about the ceasing applications I would have definitely made some options open to myself but
it is too late now for me 
and I am quite sure, for many others as well.
I really request with a very heavy heart and broken financial position to give a fair go to the 
applied applications already as these are not just applications but real lives.
Please think on humanitarian grounds too before making some decisions. 
I would be overwhelmed and delighted if you decide to give applications a fair go with tears
in my eyes again, 
but this time they would be tears of happiness.
At this time I have to say that our future is in your hands. One stroke of a pen would destroy
many lives
to an unimaginable extent.
I really wish this submission gets noticed as it is not just my story, and many real lives are at
stake hanging between
good life and/or mentally financially disturbed life forever.
 
Yours sincerely,



ABC
 
P.S. Please believe that everything that I have mentioned is true.


